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thirst into the minds even of the few,—if they must be few.

A single man who gets to the roots of any one department of

knowledge, does more of true University work for the nation,

and kindles more of the true zeal of science, than a

thousand who merely retail to others what they have been

taught. We admit this fully. Still we are amazed at the

exaggerated contempt with which these University Reformers

seem to treat the Examination system as an intellectual

discipline. Even Dr. Eolleston, who was evidently not with

out a sympathy for it, not without real qualms as to

the danger of a wholesale denunciation of the examination

system, who was indeed its apologist, and expressly admitted,

" I think we should be entirely wanting in our duties if we

laid aside the Examination system which has raised the

Universities from the slough of idleness in which they

were eighty or ninety years ago,"—even he said, " I

believe that the examination system is entirely unneces

sary for the great mass of mankind," and appeared to

regard the encouragement of individual research in tho

Universities,—by men of special gifts like Mr. Freeman

in relation to history, or Mr. Tyler in relation to arche

ology, or Dr. Carpenter or Professor Huxley in relation to

physiology, or Professor Tyndal in relation to physical

science,—as of infinitely more importance than what used to

be regarded as the main object of Universities, the training of

ordinary men to sound their own faculties and want of

faculty, in short the intellectual discipline of all men able

to pursue their studies for a few years beyond the age of seven

teen or eighteen. Indeed, several of the leading men at this

meeting seemed to regard the interest of the scholars as

wholly subordinate ; we do not mean that they wished to

neglect them, but that they thought about them only to assume

that their interests must be promoted by promoting the inter

ests of pure investigation. Thus the Eector of Lincoln even

proposed to assert that all the College Endowments should

be appropriated to the maintenance of a sufficient body of

teachers of various grades,—power for original research being

the guiding principle of choice,—and expressly intimated that

he did not wish to leave any of them applicable to mere

learners,—i.e., to the "scholarships" of the present system,—

unless, we suppose, there were any chance of the scholars

being trained into original investigators. In one word, if we

understand the drift of the various speakers of this meeting,

what they want is to appropriate all the " prize fellowships,"

—all the fellowships which are not held by teachers,—and a

great part at least of the other endowments, to the main

tenance of a hierarchy of teachers—ranging from men of talent

who have shown some capacity for research (the German

Privat-docent), to the highest original investigator—as the

regular teachers of our Universities.

We sympathise heartily with the new Reformers' wish to ac

climatise in the Universities a much greater number of "mature"

Btudents and investigators than are at present able to find room

for their energies there. As Dr. Carpenter very justly said, there

are exceedingly few original minds of high ability for research

quite without teaching power, and not very many without

great teaching power. So that there is no reason at all to fear

that the establishment of a much more perfectly graded system

of teachers,—all of them more than mere retailers of other

men's knowledge,—would be at all inconsistent with a much

increased efficiency in the teaching and examining power of

the Universities. We agree, too, that "prizo fellowships" have,

on the whole, failed as incentives to higher study, and we see

no reason why the Universities should grant subventions to

young men who prefer the Bar to pursuits involving a less ex

pensive education. But we do not at all agree that the pecuniary

help given to diligent and earnest learners even of the com

monest sort who wish to prolong their education beyond the

term of school life, and the discipline imparted to their minds

by teaching them to know the extent of their own ignorance as

well as knowledge, by giving them, in fact, a far completer

knowledge of the limits of human powers than they can ever

gain at school, are matters of little moment. It must bo

remembered that, after all, the comparatively low aim of the

teaching of our Universities, as it is at present understood, is

probably much more efficiently attained at Oxford and Cam

bridge than in Germany, where, no doubt, the higher object

proposed by these University reformers is far more successfully

Bought. A certain moderate intellectual discipline is given

to all men who pass in honours at either of our Universities, and

by that means we do at least get a fairly educated class, a class

that knows the distinction between accuracy and inaccuracy

of thought, between reasoning and assuming, between a working

hypothesis and a certain truth. This is no common advantage,

though it is not all we need look to. We doubt very much

whether at the German Universities it is answered nearly as well

for the average working student. There, there is far less direc

tion given to the training of tho individual. The curriculum is

not carefully chosen for him. There are not so many intellectual

conditions laid down for him. A great deal more is left to him ■

self. And if he be an original man, no doubt that is far better.

But if he be not, he leaves a German University with far less of

true culture, far less of accurately measured powers, than an

ordinary Cambridge or Oxford man who has attended suffi

ciently to study to gain a class or a place in the tripos.

It seems to us that these Reformers are looking far too

exclusively to what is missing at Oxford and Cambridge,

and care nothing for what is already fairly gained there.

It is quite right that fellowships should generally be

reserved for men who have shown their power of re

search, who have shown something of individual gift, and

who have attained an age at which there is no great fear of

intellectual indolence succeeding to a temporary youthful

energy. But it is not right to neglect the aim of fairly

aiding, directing, and testing the studies of average scholars

of no originality whatever. Intellectual discipline—a mind

educated not only on one side, but on many—may fairly

be secured for the majority of University students who

are really students at all. It would be a great and

noble thing to add to this the means of stimulating a

deeper thirst for knowledge, and a more thorough mastery of

scientific method. But it would be a very great mistake to

sacrifice the careful training and testing of average men, the

teaching them the command of their own faculties, to this

higher object. And this is the mistake which, as far as we

can judge the tone of the meeting at the Freemasons' Tavern,

the chief speakers there, in their contempt for the Philistines

who care nothing for original research, were too much

inclined to commit. We may get an adequate number of

really high intellectual summits in our Universities, without

giving up the effort to get the mass of reading young men up

to the table-land of something like intellectual self-knowledge

and self-measurement.

MR. DARWIN ON ANIMAL EXPRESSION.

MR. DARWIN seldom deals with a subject on which he has

not collected sufficient evidence to make out, if not his

whole case, at least so much of it as to give quite a new aspect to

the subject he discusses. It is so with his book on " Tho Expres

sion of the Emotions in Man and Animals,"* in which he establishes

with a clearness that it is hardly possible to exceed, that some of the

most remarkable animal expressions are bound up with the outward

aspect of actions origiually likely to be serviceable to the doers in

relation to the objects which mostly call forth those expressions,

—as, for instance, the animal expression called showing the teeth,

which was in origin a preparation for biting ; or the setting-up of a

cat's back, which is a terror-inspiring movement, alarming to her

enemies, chiefly, we suspect, because of the sudden and extreme

transformation it causes iu her, and in a secondary degree through

the exaggeration of her apparent size which it produces. But

Mr. Darwiu also maintains that many of the most expressive,

affectionate, and conciliatory attitudes of animals are due to the

principle of " antithesis," by which he means the relaxation of all

muscles strained iu expressing hostility, or (sometimes) the tension

of muscles relaxed when expressing hostility ; and on this head he

does not seem to us to reason half so conclusively ; his object being

of course to dispose of expressions not directly resulting from ser

viceable acts, as iudirect results of serviceable acts. Thus the

dog which, when expressing hostility, walks upright and very

stiffly, his head slightly raised, his tail erect and quite rigid, the

hairs bristling, the ears pricked forward, and the eyes fixed, ex

presses friendliness by lowering and wagging his tail, sinking bis

body downwards, and moving it with the flexibility of a serpent,

laying his hair smooth, depressing his ears and drawing them

backwards, and elongating the eyelids, so that tho eyes no longer

seem fixed and staring. The cat, on the other hand, which, tiger

like, lashes the extended tail iu anger, erects it quite stiffly when

she is pleased and caressing her master, so that in this case certain

muscles relaxed in anger are contracted in good-humour. And

Mr. Darwin thinks it is the " principle of antithesis " which,

working in the animal in some unconscious way, thus relaxes all

the muscles previously rigid, or contracts those previously relaxed.

* John Murray.
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Ho holds, apparently, that the animal's feeling of strong contrast

between hostility and friendliness, aB regards the emotion to be ex

pressed, leads unconsciously to the choice of the bodily and muscular

movements most opposite to those reudered necessary by prepara

tions for war, as modes of expressing intentions of amity and peace.

Now, ws cannot quite follow Mr. Darwin's meaning on this head.

He tells us (p. G5) :—" As the performance of ordinary move

ments of an opposite kind, under opposite impulses of the will,

has become habitual in us and in the lower animals, so when

actions of one kind have become firmly associated with any sensa

tion or emotion, it appears natural that actions of a directly op

posite kind, though of no use, should be unconsciously performed,

through habit and association under the influence of a directly

opposite sensation or emotion,"—that is, we suppose, because a

cat has been accustomed to put out her claws for battle, and to

draw them in when the occasion of battle is over, so it is natural

that the tail, laahed from side to side when she is angry, should be

accommodated with as different a posture as possible when she is

affectionate, and hence its erection. "The tendency to perform

opposite movements under opposite sensations or emotions would,

if we may judge by analogy, become hereditary through long

practice." There is surely a certain deficiency of clearness here

aa to the oriyin of the practice, which could only become here

ditary through its former usefulness. Mr. Darwin will not admit

that it is due to a conscious desire of contrast, and has not made

it clear how contrasted movements are originally unconsciously

produced. We can see that a motion would not be chosen to

express one feeling which is closely associated with an opposite

feeling, but we cannot see how any really antithetical con

dition of the nerves and muscles could in general be uncon

sciously produced.. If we understand Mr. Darwin aright, he

means that animals and men have become so*accustomed under

the guidance of actions purely voluntary to select opposite motions

as a means of expressing opposite intentions,—as, for instance,

amongst human beings, beckoning to get a man to approach,

•and motioning him off to tell him to go away,—that the

same principle of opposition would mix itself up uncon

sciously with their mode of expressing opposite states of feel

ing, and a dog would relax the muscles of his tail when dis

covering a friend in an enemy, while a cat would stiffen and

erect hers on the same discovery. But is not this explanation

putting the cart before the horse ? Surely the motions expres

sive of emotions are long anterior in animal life to the

motions expressive of anything like intentions? A dog

and a cat do not beckon or motion away. These modes

of expression are mnch more artificial signs of conscious

purpose than the greater number of those proper to the

lower animals. Surely the first occasion for expressing opposite

feelings would, as a rule, be anterior to the occasions for express

ing opposite purposes. An animal might learn very early that

the movements associated with the want to race about, were very

different from those associated with the want to rest, in both of

which cases there is a real action involved that determines the

particular mode of expressing the want. But would this be suffi

cient to teach the animal even unconsciously the principle of " anti

thesis,"—namely, that if it wanted to express friendliness, in

which no such real action essential to the end in view is involved,

the natural state of the body would be one of " antithesis " to the

state of hostility. We must remember that aa a matter of fact the

feeling of friendliness is likely to bo anterior to that of hostility.

Every animal is attached to its mother before it knows what a

danger and au enemy is. Is it likely, then, that the mode of

expressing attachment should be a function, as the mathematicians

say, of the mode of expressing hostility ? Mr. Darwin illustrates

very happily his principle of " antithesis " of expression by the fol

lowing amusing instance. He had a large dog, who was, as most

dogs are, very fond of a walk. If he thought he was going a

walk, he trotted on "with high steps, head very much raised,

moderately erected ears, and tail carried aloft, but not

stiffly." Not far from the house a path branched off to the hot

house, which Mr. Darwin often visited without going farther. If

at this point Mr. Darwin turned to the hothouse, the dog felt un

certain whether tho walk would not end in tho hothouse, and

was greatly disappointed ; " and the instantaneous and complete

change of expression which came over him as soon as my body

swerved in the least towards the path (and I sometimes tried this

as an experiment) was laughable. His look of dejection was

known to every member of the family, and was called his hot

house face. This consisted in the head drooping much, the

whole body sinking a little and remaining motionless, the ears and

tad falling suddenly down; but the tail wai by no means wagged

with the falling of the ears and of his groat chops, the eyes be

came much changed in appearance, and I found that they looked

less bright." Now, this is a very skilful illustration of Mr. Dar

win's theory, because it is a case of disappointment, and it is

hardly necessary to show that the expression of disappointment

must be a sudden and violent change from that of hope. Bat for

that very reason it is hardly a fair case for Mr. Darwin's purpose.

He is labouring to show that almost all positive expressions are

either closely associated with some serviceable act, or else anti

thetical to those which are thus closely associated with a service

able act. And for this purpose he has had to choose hostile actions

as the roots of expression (since they are independently serviceable

in the way of self-defence), and to derive signs of friendliness

from these by way of contrast, because they are only serviceable

so far as they are expressive, and not serviceable in themselves.

That being bis object, it is hardly pertinent to the issue to show

that disappointment is expressed by a sudden discontinuance of all

the signs of liveliness and hope. Of course it is, disappointment

being a purely relative emotion. But friendliness and love are not

in this sense purely relative emotions. It is quite conceivable that

animals should express them which had never in their lives ex

pressed hostility. There are plenty of creatures which never do

fight at all, and which yet have a dozen ways of expressing

love. As far as we can see, Mr. Darwin would admit only one

considerable original source of such expression, those mainly asso

ciated with tho serviceable actions by which the young derive

warmth and food from their mother ; and almost all the rest he

would explain as antithetical to hostile demonstrations.

This seems to us tho weakest part of Mr. Darwin's book. That

a great many of the most expressive of animal movements are

husks or shadows, as it were, of serviceable actions closely asso

ciated with the same emotions, he proves to demonstration. Bnt

even so it is not a little questionable whether all these are expres

sive hecause the actions were originally serviceable, or whether

the actions were serviceable because tho movements were expres

sive. Take the sudden change of form and the exaggeration of

the apparent size of the cat in face of an enemy. Is it likely that

this action can have been so serviceable as a means of defence

as to have developed the habit before the habit was understood

by the cat's enemies as a sign of attack ? Can the growling and

spitting of the cat and dog havo been serviceable apart from what

they expressed ? Was it not the expressiveness that made them

serviceable, rather than the serviceableness that made them expres

sive ? And so as to the signs of love, we are quite unable to believe

that Mr. Darwin has proved his case, that the expression of tho

affections in animals is so often a mere result of reaction from

the mode of expressing enmity. There is not, as far as wo

can see, any proof at all offered that a dog's prostrations before his

master are expressions derived from a sort of animal instinct of

antithesis. Because preparations for war are very excellent modes

of expressing some feelings, it does not follow that there are no

modes of expression which have never had any and beyond ex

pression, and which are nevertheless original, and not derived by

any 1 principle of antithesis ' from other expressions. The ' hot

house face' of Mr. Darwin's dog seems to us to have some

what misled him in relation to the theory of expression. But

manifold as are the modes of expressing attachment, humility,

and other such feelings in different animals, we do not seo

that they are either explained or explainable by " the principle

of antithesis." That human movements are much more explain

able in this way is obvious, because with us the conscious sense of

contrast is at work, aa in the motions by which we beckon and

reject. No doubt Mr. Darwin has given us some very interesting

explanations of the gestures of assent and dissent, of resolve and

of impotence. But he has said hardly anything in this book on

the wonderful interpretation of animal signs by other animals. Is

the voice of authority, for instance, interpreted by animals solely

through association with the stick or other means of punishment?

Is the baby's alarm at a frown and pleasure at a smile a result of

hereditary instinct? On all these points we should like to

have Mr. Darwin's explanations. On the whole, we cannot help

thinking that the one weak point in his book is his attempt to

explain so many acts expressive of the higher animal feelings by

the principle of ' antithesis.' To his third principle of expression

and his very striking theory of blushing wo must return on another

occasion.

THE FASCINATION OF MONET.

"pEKHAPS the most noteworthy fact about the list of mil-

-*- lionaires we published last week was the interest it excited.

People who rarely read anything spelled over that long, closely-


